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Abstract

Current systems that publish relational data as XML
views arepassivein the sense that they can only respond
to user-initiated queries over the XML views. In this pa-
per, we propose anactivesystem whereby users can place
triggers on (unmaterialized) XML views of relational data.
In this architecture, we present scalable and efficient tech-
niques for processing triggers over XML views by leverag-
ing existing support for SQL triggers in commercial rela-
tional databases. We have implemented our proposed tech-
niques in the context of the Quark system built on top of
IBM DB2. Our performance results indicate that our pro-
posed techniques are a feasible approach to supporting trig-
gers over XML views of relational data.

1. Introduction

XML has emerged as a dominant standard for infor-
mation exchange on the Internet. However, a large frac-
tion of data continues to be stored in relational databases.
Consequently, there has been a lot of interest in publish-
ing relational data as XML. A powerful and flexible way
to achieve this goal is to create XML views of relational
data [11, 20, 23, 29]. In this way, the data can continue
to reside in relational databases, while Internet applications
can access the same data in XML format through the XML
view. This architecture is shown in Figure 1. As a concrete
example, consider a supplier that stores its product catalog
information in a relational database. In order to expose the
product catalog as an XML web service to buyers, the sup-
plier can create an XML view of the product catalog and
expose this view as a web service.

Current systems that support XML views of relational
data arepassivein the sense that they can only support user-
initiated queries over the views. For instance, in the web ser-
vices example above, current systems only allow buyers to
explicitly initiate a request to query the catalog for prod-
ucts of interest. In this paper, we propose anactivesystem
that allows users to specify triggers over XML views. Thus,
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Figure 1. XML views of relational data.

a buyer can set a trigger to be notified whenever a new prod-
uct is introduced, or when a product of interest goes out of
stock, without having to repeatedly query the XML view to
detect these changes.

At a high level, there are two approaches to supporting
triggers over XML views. The first approach is to material-
ize the entire XML view, store it in an XML database, and
implement XML triggers in this database. However, this ap-
proach suffers from the overhead of replicating and incre-
mentally maintaining the materialized XML view on every
relational update that affects the view, even though users
may only be interested in relatively rare events. Another
practical downside of this approach is that it requires a full-
function XML database that supports incremental updates
and triggers, even though the underlying relational database
supports all of this functionality and is typically much more
optimized for these tasks. Therefore, in this paper, we pro-
pose the alternative approach of translating XML triggers
into SQL triggersover the relational data. The primary ben-
efits of this approach are that it fully leverages sophisticated
relational technology, does not require an XML database,
and avoids having to materialize the XML view.

The main technical contribution of this paper is a system-
atic way to translate triggers over XML views of relational
data into SQL triggers. This translation is fairly challenging
because XML triggers can be specified over complex nested
XML views with nested predicates, while SQL triggers can
only be specified over flat relational tables. Consequently,
evenidentifyingthe parts of an XML view that could have



changed due to a (possibly deeply nested) SQL update is a
non-trivial task, as is the problem ofcomputingthe old and
new values of an updated fragment of the view. Another is-
sue is that current commercial relational databases are not
very scalable with respect to the number of SQL triggers
even though we expect a large number of XML triggers to
be specified over XML views exposed as web services.

In this paper, we address the above challenges. Specif-
ically, our two main contributions are: (1) a system archi-
tecture for supporting triggers over XML views of rela-
tional data (Section 3), and (2) an algorithm for identify-
ing and computing changes in an XML view based on pos-
sibly deeply nested relational updates (Section 4). We also
show how prior work on scalable trigger processing [14, 5]
can be adapted for the XML view problem (Section 5).

We have implemented our proposed techniques in the
context of the Quark system built over IBM DB2. One of
the original goals of Quark (like XPERANTO [23] and
SilkRoute [11]) was to support queries over XML views of
relational data. By integrating with Quark, we were able to
leverage many of the techniques originally developed for
querying XML views, and adapt them to the trigger prob-
lem. This suggests that our techniques can be easily inte-
grated into systems that already support queries over XML
views of relational data (including relational database sys-
tems with built-in XML publishing support). Our perfor-
mance results using our prototype show that our proposed
techniques provide an efficient and scalable way to support
triggers over XML views of relational data.

While our focus is on triggers over XML views, our
techniques also apply to the less general problem of trig-
gers over (flat) relational views. We note that current re-
lational systems only supportINSTEAD OFtriggers [24]
over unmaterialized views. UsingINSTEAD OFtriggers,
users can manually specify howupdates on a vieware to
be translated into updates on base tables. In contrast, we
are solving the problem of automatically inferring whenup-
dates on base tablescause triggers on a view to be fired. We
are not aware of any published work or commercial systems
that support such SQL triggers over unmaterialized views.

2. Background

We have developed our trigger processing techniques
in the context of the Quark system, which is similar to
XPERANTO [23] in its support for querying XML views.
We thus present an overview of XPERANTO, and also pro-
vide some background on XML and SQL triggers. We note
that although our techniques are implemented in Quark,
they are applicable to any XML publishing system.

Operator Description
Table Represents a relational table
Project Computes results based on its input
Select Restricts its input
Join Joins two or more inputs
Groupby Applies aggregate functions and grouping
Union Unions inputs and removes duplicates
Unnest Applies super-scalar functions to input

Table 1. XQGM operators.

2.1. XPERANTO Overview

In order to publish relational data as XML, XPERANTO
first automatically creates a default view of the the relational
data. The default view, which is not materialized, is a sim-
ple mapping from relational tables to XML elements. Users
can create their own application-specific views by specify-
ing the transformation from the default view using XQuery.
As an example, consider a relational database and its de-
fault view shown in Figure 2 (the database contains prod-
ucts and vendors for each product; primary keys are cap-
italized). Now suppose this database is exposed as a (vir-
tual) XML view in which vendors are nested under prod-
ucts, with the restriction that only products sold byat least
two vendors appear in the view. The XQuery view defini-
tion corresponding to this view is shown in Figure 3, and it
is materialized in Figure 4.

While there are many details about query processing in
XPERANTO that are not relevant here, one important rel-
evant aspect is XQGM (the XML Query Graph Model).
XQGM is used to represent and manipulate XQuery queries
and views. XQGM consists of a set of operators and func-
tions. The set of operators is shown in Table 1. Each opera-
tor produces a set of output tuples whose column values are
XML nodes/values. Various functions can be embedded in
operators to represent the manipulation of XML nodes.

As an illustration, the XQGM graph for the view defi-
nition in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 5. Operators (boxes)
1 and 2 produce the tuples in theproductandvendorta-
bles, respectively. Box 3 joins each vendor with the product
it sells, and box 4 constructs a<vendor> element for each
of these tuples. Box 5 then groups the elements by product
name: theaggXMLFrag()function groups all the vendor el-
ements in a group into a sequence, while thecount func-
tion counts the number of vendors per group. Box 6 selects
only the tuples withcount ≥ 2. Finally, boxes 7-9 create a
<product> element for each product, group these into a
single sequence, and produce a<catalog> element con-
taining this sequence.



product
PID pname mfr
P1 CRT 15 Samsung
P2 LCD 19 Samsung
P3 CRT 15 Viewsonic

vendor
VID PID price

Amazon P1 100.00
Bestbuy P1 120.00
Circuitcity P1 150.00
Buy.com P2 200.00
Bestbuy P2 180.00
Bestbuy P3 120.00
Circuitcity P3 140.00

<db>

<product>
<row><pid>P1</pid>

<name>CRT 15</name>
<mfr>Samsung</mfr>

</row>

· · ·
</product>
<vendor>

<row><vid>Amazon</vid>

<pid>P1</pid>

<price>100.00</price>
</row>

· · ·
</vendor>

</db>

Figure 2. Example database and its default view.

create viewcatalogas{
<catalog>
{for $prodnamein distinct (view(''default'')/

product/row/pname)
let $products :=view(''default'')/product/

row[./pname = $prodname]
let $vendors :=view(''default'')/vendor/

row[./pid = $products/pid]
wherecount($vendors)>= 2
return <product name={$prodname}>

{ for $vendorin $vendors
return <vendor>

{$vendor/*}
</vendor>}

</product>}
</catalog> }

Figure 3. XML view definition.

<catalog>
<product name=''CRT 15''>

<vendor>
<pid>P1</pid>

<vid>Amazon</vid>

<price>100.00</price>
</vendor>
<vendor>

<pid>P1</pid>

<vid>Bestbuy</vid>

<price>120.00</price>
</vendor>
· · ·

</product>
<product name=''LCD 19''>
· · ·

</catalog>

Figure 4. Catalog view.
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Figure 5. XQGM for the catalog view

2.2. XML Trigger Specification Language

We use a subset of the trigger specification language pro-
posed by Bonifati et al. [2], whose syntax is shown below:

CREATE TRIGGER Name AFTER Event
ON Path WHERE Condition DO Action

A trigger has a uniqueName. The Eventspecifies the

operation that activates the trigger, and can be either UP-
DATE, INSERT, or DELETE. Path is an XPath expression
that specifies the portion of the XML view that is to be mon-
itored for the event.Conditionis a Boolean XQuery expres-
sion that specifies the condition under which the trigger is
to be fired. When the condition is satisfied, theAction is
performed; in our system, the action is a call to an exter-
nal function which takes in XQuery expressions as parame-
ters. Finally, two variables,OLDNODEandNEWNODE, are
bound to the value of the node specified byPathbefore and
after theEvent; they may be referenced in theConditionand
theAction. (When theEventis INSERTor DELETE, only the
NEWNODEor OLDNODE, respectively, can be used.)

An example trigger over the view in Figure 3 is shown
below. On any update to a product whose name was “CRT
15” (before the update), the trigger invokes an external func-
tion notifySmith() with the new value of that product.
Note that the trigger will be fired not only for direct updates
to a <product> element, but also for updates to its de-
scendant nodes (i.e. vendors selling that product).

CREATE TRIGGER Notify AFTER Update
ON view('catalog')/product
WHERE OLD_NODE/@name = 'CRT 15'
DO notifySmith(NEW_NODE)

2.3. SQL Triggers

In contrast to XML triggers, which are specified on XML
nodes, SQL triggers [6, 7] are fired when an event (IN-
SERT, UPDATE, or DELETE) occurs on a specific relational
table. When an SQL trigger is activated, it has access to the
before-update and after-update versions of the affected rows
throughtransitional tables. We use the notation5table to
denote the transitional table that contains the updated rows
before an update, and4table to denote the transitional ta-
ble that contains the updated rows after an update (5table
is empty for INSERT triggers, and4table is empty for
DELETE triggers). For example, if productP1 goes on sale
atAmazon, then the transitional tables might look like:



5vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 100.00

4vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 75.00

3. Semantics and System Architecture

We now formalize the semantics of triggers on views,
and then present our system architecture.

3.1. Semantics of Triggers on XML Views

In order to define the semantics of triggers on views, we
need a precise definition of when an XML element in a view
is said to be updated, inserted, or deleted. This in turn re-
quires us to define theidentity of an element in the view
(so that we can talk about that element being updated, in-
serted or deleted). Note that the issue of identity is not as
problematic for triggers over native XML data because each
physical XML element has a well-defined notion of iden-
tity based on the XML data model. In contrast, XML ele-
ments in views arevirtual and do not have a standard no-
tion of identity. We now present an intuitive definition of
the identity of XML elements based on the semantic struc-
ture of a view (in terms of the view’s XQGM graph). The
main idea is to use the notion of keys of XQGM operators
to define the identity of nodes.

Definition 1 (Keys of XQGM Operators). Given an oper-
ator o in XQGM graphG, a keyof o is a is a minimal set of
(existing or derivable) columns ofo whose values uniquely
identify each output tuple produced byo.

As an illustration, a key of the table operator in box 1 in
Figure 3 is thepid column (which is theproducttable’s re-
lational primary key). A key of the project operator in box 7
is the column containing the$pnamevalues (since the oper-
ator produces an output for each unique$pname). Note that
this key column is not directly present in the project opera-
tor but can be derived from its input operator.

In general, an operator can have more than one key. For
instance, a relational table can have one column be a pri-
mary key and have a unique constraint on a different col-
umn. In such cases, we pick one of the keys to be thecanon-
ical key. For the table operator, we choose the primary key.
The canonical keys for the other XQGM operators can be
defined in terms of the canonical keys of its input opera-
tors (See Appendix A). For a tuplet produced by an oper-
atoro, we use the notationv(t) to denote the value of (all
columns of)t. We writeckvo(t) to denote the value of the
canonical key columns ofo for the tuplet. We denote the
top operator of an XQGM graphG, which produces the fi-
nal result of the graph, asoG.

In order to define updates, inserts, and deletes on a view,
we first formalize the notation for adatabase transition,

which is the result of UPDATEs, INSERTs, and/or DELETEs
on relational tables. We do so in terms of thedatabase state,
where the database is in a stateD before the transition, and
a different stateD′ after the transition; we write the transi-
tion itself asD

∗
→ D′. When considering the effect of UP-

DATEs, INSERTs, and/or DELETEs to a single tableT (as
is the case when a SQL trigger onT is fired), we denote
the transition asD

T
→ D′. The result of evaluating opera-

tor o in stateD is writtenR(o, D).
We now define updates, inserts and deletes on views.

Definition 2 (View Trigger Updates). A tuplet is said to
be updatedin view G by relational transitionD

∗
→ D′

iff t ∈ R(oG, D), and∃t′(t′ ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG
(t) =

ckvoG
(t′) ∧ v(t) 6= v(t′)).

Definition 3 (View Trigger Inserts (Deletes)). A tuple t
is said to beinserted(deleted) in view G by relational
transition D

∗
→ D′ (D′

∗
→ D) iff t ∈ R(oG, D′), and

¬∃t′(t′ ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ ckvoG
(t) = ckvoG

(t′)).

Given the above definition of events, we use the seman-
tics of XML triggers specified by Bonifati et al. [2]. Note
that our events are well-defined only for operators with
(canonical) keys. We thus need to define a class of views
for which triggers are well-defined.

Definition 4 (Trigger-Specifiable Views). A view with
XQGM graphG is trigger-specifiableiff every operator in
G has a (canonical) key.

We require every operator (not just the top operator) in
the view to have a canonical key because the user can spec-
ify a trigger on a nested element (and not just a top level
element). We can prove the following theorem (See Ap-
pendix B).

Theorem 1: A view G is trigger-specifiable if all the table
operators inG have (canonical) keys.

Thus, arbitrarily complex views can have triggers speci-
fied on them, so long as the underlying relational tables have
primary keys (which is the common case). We can also re-
lax this restriction for a certain class of views and triggers
but we do not describe these relaxations here.

3.2. System Architecture

Our system architecture is shown in Figure 6. Users
can create triggers (using the syntax in 2.2) on trigger-
specifiable views. ThePath, Condition and Action of
the trigger are converted into their respective XQGM
graphs (recall thatPath, Condition and Action are all
XPath or XQuery expressions, and hence can be con-
verted to XQGM). The triggerEventand thePath graph
are then analyzed by the Event Pushdown module to de-
termine the minimal set of base relations on which in-
serts, updates, or deletes could cause the trigger to be fired.
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Figure 6. System architecture.

For each of these tables, the Affected-Node Graph Gener-
ator constructs an XQGM graph which, when evaluated,
produces theOLDNODEandNEWNODEvalues for each af-
fected XML node. This graph is then fed into the Trigger
Grouping module, which groups similar triggers to-
gether for improved scalability. The Trigger Pushdown
module takes the grouped trigger graph, pushes down se-
lection conditions, and produces a set of SQL triggers, one
for each relational event.

When activated, an SQL trigger issues a single SQL
query to retrieve the relational data required for the actions
of the XML triggers. The constant-space Tagger [23] then
converts these results to XML. Finally, the Trigger Acti-
vation module activates the appropriate XML triggers and
passes in the XML results as parameters to their actions.

In our implementation, we support a powerful subset of
XQuery. Specifically, we support arbitrarily complex nested
views with FLWOR expressions, quantified expressions,
XPath expressions with child/descendant axes, arithmetic
operators, comparison operators, and element constructors.
We do not support XQuery type expressions or sibling /
parent / ancestor XPath axes. For XML triggers, thePath,
Conditionand parameters to theAction can also be arbi-
trarily complex XQuery expressions with the same restric-
tions as for XML views. The grammar of supported expres-
sions is specified in Appendix D. We note that our restric-
tions on XQuery expressions are an artifact of our current
implementation and not an inherent limitation of our archi-
tecture. Also, while our system is implemented as middle-
ware on top of a relational database, it can also be integrated
into a database with XML publishing support.

Finally, a limitation of our current implementation is that

XML trigger(s) are fired for each SQL INSERT, UPDATE,
or DELETE statement, rather than for each SQLtransaction
(which could contain more than one statement). This is not
a limitation of our approach itself, but due to the fact that
most commercial databases do not support SQL triggers at
the transaction level; they only support SQL triggers at the
granularity of a statement within a transaction. We note that
our approach is general enough to support transaction level
XML triggers if the underlying relational databases exposes
transaction level SQL triggers.

3.3. Trigger Parsing and Event Pushdown

The first step in our architecture is to convert the trig-
ger Path, Condition and Action XQuery expressions into
XQGM; this is done in a manner similar to converting
XQuery views to XQGM (see Section 2.1). In addition, we
apply view composition rules [23] on thePath expression
to identify the specific part of the view that the trigger mon-
itors. For example, the trigger in Section 2.2 monitors the
pathview(‘catalog’)/product. On composing this path with
the catalog view, it produces the XQGM graph in Figure 5A.
Note that this graph only produces products and not the en-
tire catalog (since the trigger only monitors products).

The next step is to determine which events on which rela-
tional tables can cause the event specified in the XML trig-
ger. This is similar to the problem of identifying events on
the base tables that can affect materialized views [4] and vi-
olate constraints [3]. We adopt a similar approach to identi-
fying relevant events on base tables and present the details
in Appendix C. In our example, we are interested in UP-
DATE on the result of Box 7 in Figure 5A; this can be caused
either by an UPDATE on theproducttable, or by an INSERT,
UPDATE or DELETE on thevendortable.

4. Affected-Node Graph Generation

The goal of the Affected-Node Graph Generation mod-
ule (see Figure 6) is to produce XQGM graphs that com-
pute the input parameters for the trigger action. Specifically,
the module takes as input the XQGM graphs for thePath,
Condition, and parameters for theAction, and also the set
of relational tables identified by the Event Pushdown mod-
ule. Foreachof these tables, it produces an XQGM graph
that computes the transformation from the relational transi-
tion tables to the parameters for the trigger action.

Our high-level approach is to produce a single XQGM
graph,Gparams, consisting of three parts, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. Gaffected produces a (OLDNODE, NEWNODE) tu-
ple for each affected node of the view.Gcond, the XQGM
graph corresponding to theCondition, evaluates the con-
dition predicate which is then used to filter out any tuples
that do not satisfy the condition.Gaction then computes the
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Figure 7. Gparams: Producing parameters to Action.

XQuery expressions given as parameters to theAction. The
main technical contribution of this section is an algorithm
to produceGaffected.

4.1. Technical Challenges in ProducingGaffected

On the surface, the problem of producingGaffectedmay
appear similar to the incremental view maintenance prob-
lem (where the goal is to compute changes to a materialized
view based on updates to the base data). However, there are
three new challenges that arise in our context, which require
the development of new techniques.

First, as mentioned in the introduction, one of our design
goals is tonotmaterialize the XML view. We avoid materi-
alization because (a) it would require an additional sophisti-
cated XML database that can support incremental view up-
dates, and (b) it would require the view to be updated for
everyrelevant relational update even though user triggers
may have very selective predicates1. In contrast, most in-
cremental view maintenance algorithms (e.g., [1, 4, 9, 10,
12, 15, 16, 21]) assume that the view is materialized, and
use the materialized old value of a data item to compute its
new value. We thus need to devise techniques that can di-
rectly compute the relevant new values from the base data.

Second, in producingGaffected, we need to compute new
and old values after an update. In contrast, only the new
value needs to be computed for materialized views. Thus,
even materialized view techniques that can compute new
values without using materialized old values (e.g., [18, 19])
are not directly applicable because they cannot compute
(old value, new value) pairs. This problem is especially
acute for INSERT/DELETE events because they introduce
specific restrictions on whether the old/new values can ap-
pear in the view before/after an update (Definition 3).

1 Note that if we chose to materialize the view,all items in the view
(even those that do not satisfy any trigger selection predicate) would
have to be incrementally maintained, because any item couldbecome
theold valueof an updated item thatdoessatisfy a trigger predicate.

Finally, the third (and perhaps most important) chal-
lenge arises due to nested predicates in XQuery. For in-
stance, in Figure 5, we have multiple group-by (nesting) op-
erators along with a selection predicate on a group-by ag-
gregate value. While prior work on view maintenance for
object-oriented [12, 16, 21], nested relational [15] and semi-
structured [1, 9, 10] databases support nesting, they do not
work with nested predicates. To understand why, consider
the following example where a transaction inserts a row into
thevendortable. The corresponding transition table is:

4vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P2 500.00

Intuitively, for the XML view in Figure 5A, the above in-
sert corresponds to an update of the “LCD 19” XML prod-
uct (since a new vendor is added to this product). However,
it turns out that the change computation technique (also re-
ferred to as thepropagate phase[18]) commonly used for
view maintenance will not detect this update. Specifically,
most view maintenance algorithms compute changes to a
view by replacing an updated table in the view definition
with its corresponding transition table. In our example, this
corresponds to replacing thevendortable in Figure 5A with
the 4vendor table, and evaluating the resulting query to
compute the changes to the view. However, since4vendor
has a single row, boxes 2, 3 and 4 will each produce a sin-
gle row and the selection in box 6 will return no rows since
$count = 1. Hence, no changes will be detected!

As the reader has probably observed, the above problem
arises because we are trying to compute changes for nested
predicate views using only tuples from the transition table.
This results in inaccurate aggregate values and hence misses
some relevant updates (it can also introduce spurious up-
dates in other cases). We thus need to devise techniques for
correctly computing changes for views with nested predi-
cates. We note that [1] does present a technique for comput-
ing changes to views with existential predicates and a sin-
gle level of nesting (existential predicates can be viewed as
a very specific form of a select over an aggregation). How-
ever, we are not aware of any prior technique that can han-
dle complex query predicates at arbitrary levels of nesting.

4.2. Proposed Algorithm

We now present our algorithm for producingGaffected.
The algorithm first detects the keys of the XML nodes af-
fected by an update (affected keys) and then use the affected
keys to compute the actual nodevalues. Our main contribu-
tions are (a) a technique for correctly determining affected
keys even when the view has arbitrary nested predicates,
and (b) a technique for using the affected keys to generate
(OLDNODE, NEWNODE) pairs that satisfy the definition of
trigger events, without using any materialized data.



In what follows, we use the following notations.G is the
originalPath graph;B is the post-update version of the ta-
ble in question (keep in mind that this algorithm is in-
voked once foreach base relational table);Bold is the
pre-update version of this table;Gold is a graph identi-
cal toG with the sole exception thatB is replaced byBold.
While most DBMSes do not expose theBold table di-
rectly, it can easily be constructed using a query of the
form [7]: (SELECT * FROM B) EXCEPT (SELECT
* FROM 4B) UNION (SELECT * FROM 5B) .

4.2.1. CreateAKGraph: Finding Affected Keys. Fig-
ure 8 presents our algorithm for determining the af-
fected keys. The algorithm takes as input an operatorO (the
top operator in thePathgraph), a base tableT , and a tran-
sitional tabledT (which is either4T or 5T ). It re-
turns a new operator,O′, which is the top operator of
an XQGM graph such thatO ./ O′ will produce ex-
actly the subset ofO’s output tuples which are affected by
the relational update captured bydT .

In order to determine the keys ofG affected by4B (or
5B), we traverseG (or Gold, respectively) in depth-first or-
der, building up a parallel graphG4key (or G5key , respec-
tively). At each step, we maintain the following invariant:
for each operatoro in G and the corresponding operatoro4
in G4key , joiningo ando4 on the key ofo will produce ex-
actly those tuples from the result ofo that were affected by
4B. Thus, ifo is the top operator ofG, then the correspond-
ing o4 operator provides a way to identify the nodes in the
result ofG that are affected by relational update.

We now walk through the algorithm using thePath
graph in Figure 5A, for the case of an UPDATE on ven-
dor (the other cases are similar). At the leaf level, a
Table(4vendor) operator will first be created. Clearly
the invariant holds at this point: joiningTable(4vendor)
with Table(vendor) on the $vid column (the key of
Table(vendor)) would produce exactly thevendor tu-
ples that changed. The result after this step is shown in
Figure 9.

Box 3 (the Join operator) merely propagates the
$vid column without creating any new operators in
G4key . The corresponding operator inG4key remains
Table(4vendor), and the invariant still holds: join-
ing box 3 with 4vendor on $vid would produce ex-
actly those product-vendor pairs affected by4vendor.
For box 4, we can similarly just propagate the$vid col-
umn without having to create any new operators inG4key .

We then arrive at box 5, aGroupBy operator. Since a
GroupBy operator aggregates multiple input values, any
update to any one the input values in a group can change
the aggregate result for that group. We therefore need a way
to create an operatoro4 in G4key that only produces the
keys of those groups affected by the update. First, we join
the operatorbelow the currentGroupBy (box 4) with its

1: CreateAKGraph (O, T, dT ) : (Operator, Key)
{O is an operator;T and dT are table names.}

2: I ← input operators toO
3: if O.type= Table then
4: if O.tableName= T then
5: PK← primary key of tableT
6: (O′, K)← (Project(PK)(Table(dT )), PK)

7: else
8: (O′, K)← (∅, ∅)
9: end if

10: else ifO.type= GroupBy then
11: I′ ← CreateAKGraph(I, T, dT )
12: if I′ = ∅ then
13: (O′, K)← (∅, ∅)
14: else
15: J ← Join(key(I′))(I, I′)

16: K ← grouping columns ofO
17: O′ ← newGroupBy onJ with grouping colsK
18: end if
19: else ifO.type= Select or O.type= Project then
20: (I′, keyI)← CreateAKGraph(I, T, dT )
21: (O′, K)← (I′, keyI )
22: else ifO.type= Join then
23: {Assuming, without loss of generality, that|I| = 2.}
24: for all i ∈ I do
25: (i′, k) ← CreateAKGraph(i, T, dT )
26: if i′ 6= ∅ then
27: I′ ← I′ ∪ {i′}
28: K ← K ∪ {k}
29: end if
30: end for
31: if |I′| = 0 then
32: O′ ← ∅

33: else if|I′| = 1 then
34: O′ ← I′

35: else
36: {Create a union of cross-products}
37: Ja ← Project(K)(Join(I′

0, I1))

38: Jb ← Project(K)(Join(I0, I′
1))

39: O′ ← Union(Ja, Jb)
40: end if
41: else ifO.type= Union then
42: {Assuming, without loss of generality, that|I| = 2.}
43: for all i ∈ I do
44: (i′, k) ← CreateAKGraph(i, T, dT )
45: if i′ 6= ∅ then
46: I′ ← I′ ∪ i′

47: Ki ← k

48: end if
49: end for
50: {Construct the key, as described in Appendix A}
51: K ←

⋃

i∈I

⋃

c∈Ki
M(c)

52: {Create union of all operators in the setI′}
53: O′ ← Union(I′)
54: end if
55:
56: {Ensure thatO’s key is propagated}
57: Add K to O.outputColumns
58:
59: Return(O′, K)

Figure 8. Algorithm for producing affected keys.

corresponding operator inG4key (14). By the algorithm
invariant, we can infer that this new join produces exactly
the set of input values to theGroupBy operator that have
changed. Thus, to identify thekeysof all affected groups,
we simply need to project distinct values of the grouping
columns, which we achieve by creating a newGroupBy
operator (34) which groups on this column ($pname). The
G4key graph at this point is shown in Figure 10.

The final two operators areSelectandProject opera-
tors and, like boxes 3 and 4, merely propagate the key col-
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Figure 10. CreateAKGraph: GroupBy operator.

umn ($pname); no new boxes are created inG4key . The
final graph is shown in Figure 11. Note that the only differ-
ence from Figure 10 is that box 7 now propagates$pname.

The application ofGetAKGraph is virtually identical
for producingG5key , so we don’t walk through it here; the
only difference is thatvendorold and5vendor are used in-
stead ofvendor and4vendor, respectively.

4.2.2. CreateANGraph: Producing Affected Nodes.
At this stage, for a given relational table-event pair, we
have thePath graphs (G and Gold) and the affected-key
graphs (G4key and G5key ). Our goal now is to pro-
duce theGaffected graph, which produces the (OLDNODE,
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Figure 11. The complete G4key graph.

NEWNODE) pairs corresponding to the relational up-
date. The algorithm for producingGaffected is given in
Figure 12. We begin by creating aUnion operator merg-
ing the G4key and G5key subgraphs. This captures
the notion that we need to compute the (OLDNODE,
NEWNODE) pairs for nodes affected byeither inser-
tions or deletions at the relational level. Next, the re-
sult of the union is joined withG to getNEWNODE, and
joined withGold to getOLDNODE. Finally,OLDNODEand
NEWNODEare joined on the key. Thetypeof this join de-
pends on the XML triggerEvent: an UPDATE has both
OLDNODEand NEWNODE(hence an inner join), an IN-
SERT has only NEWNODE(hence a left anti join), and
DELETE, only OLDNODE(hence a right anti join). In our
example, we perform an inner join since we are moni-
toring UPDATEs. In some special cases of UPDATEs (not
relevant to our example), we need to explicitly check
whether the values ofOLDNODEandNEWNODEare dif-
ferent; we refer the reader to Appendix F for more de-
tails of these special cases and related optimizations.
Figure 13 shows the finalGaffected graph for our exam-
ple.

We can prove the following correctness theorem for UP-
DATEs (and similarly for INSERTs and DELETEs) (See Ap-
pendix E).

Theorem 2: Given an UPDATE event, view graphG,
and tableT , CreateANGraph produces graphGaffected

such that for all valid database transitionsD
T
→ D′,



1: CreateANGraph
(E : Event, G : XQGMGraph, B : String) :

{Build up the affected-key graph for4B, and project out just the
key column(s)}

2: O4key ← CreateAKGraph(oG, B,4B)
3: G4key ← Project(O4key.key)(O4key)

{Do the same for5B}

4: O5key ← CreateAKGraph(oGold
, Bold,5B)

5: G5key ← Project(O5key.key)(O5key)

{Take the union of the affected keys}
6: Ou ← Union(G4key, G5key)

{And join it back withG/Gold to produceNEWNODE/OLDNODE}
7: Onew ← Join(Ou.key=G.key)(Ou, G)

8: Oold ← Join(Ou.key=Gold.key)(Ou, Gold)

{Finally, the way we produceGaffecteddepends on the type of event}
9: if E = UPDATE then
9: {Inner join; we want those nodes which are present in both

OLDNODEandNEWNODE}
10: Gaffected← Join(key)(Onew, Oold)

11: If required,Gaffected← Select(OLD NODE 6=NEW NODE)(Gaffected)

12: else ifE = INSERT then
12: {Here we only want those nodes which are not present in

OLDNODE}
13: Gaffected← LeftAntiJoin(key)(Onew, Oold)

14: else ifE = DELETE then
15: Gaffected← RightAntiJoin(key)(Onew, Oold)

16: end if

Figure 12. Algorithm for producing Gaffected.

(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′) iff OLD NODE ∈

R(oG, D)∧NEW NODE ∈ R(oG, D′)∧ ckvoG
(OLD NODE) =

ckvoG
(NEW NODE) ∧ v(OLD NODE) 6= v(NEW NODE).

4.3. AddingCondition and Action

Finally, as described in the beginning of this section, we
need to produceGparams, the graph that produces param-
eters for theAction after selecting only the (OLDNODE,
NEWNODE) pairs that satisfy the trigger condition (see
Figure 7).Gparams is produced by converting the XQuery
expressions forCondition and parameters ofAction into
XQGM (to produceGcond and Gaction, respectively), and
stacking these graphs on top ofGaffected. Figure 13 shows
Gparamsfor our running example.

5. Trigger Grouping and Pushdown

GivenGparamsfor each relevant table-event pair, the final
two steps in generating SQL triggers are Trigger Grouping
and Trigger Pushdown (Figure 6). We describe each in turn.

5.1. Trigger Grouping

A simple approach to producing SQL triggers is to cre-
ate one SQL trigger for eachGparamsgraph of an XML trig-
ger. However, this approach will not be very efficient be-
cause the number of SQL triggers produced will be at least
as many as the number of XML triggers (which we expect
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Figure 13. The final Gparams graph.

to be large), and current relational database systems are not
very scalable with respect to the number of SQL triggers.
We thus explore techniques for grouping structurally similar
Gparams graphs together, and producing a single SQL trig-
ger for each group. We note that our focus is not on devel-
oping new techniques for grouping triggers; rather, our fo-
cus in on adapting existing techniques [5, 14] to work with
nested XML views.

For the purposes of this paper, we only consider group-
ing Gparams graphs that differ in the constant value(s) of
a selection condition (this corresponds to grouping struc-
turally similar XML triggers that only differ in selection
constant(s) in the WHERE clause). For instance, we would
consider grouping theGparams graph in Figure 13 with an-
other graph that is identical in all respects but for the con-
stant value of the selection condition in box 14 (which
could, say, select “LCD 19” instead). The proposed ap-
proach can also be extended for grouping joins, but we do
not discuss this extension here.

The first step is to create aconstantstable [14] for each
group of structurally similarGparamsgraphs. Theconstants
table has aTrigIDs column, which identifies the XML trig-
gers which share a particular set of constants, followed by as
many columns as there are constants in the triggers. For in-
stance, if in our example, XML triggers 1 and 2 both share



the valueCRT 15, while trigger 3 usesLCD 19, thecon-
stantstable would look like:

TrigIDs Const1
1,2 CRT 15
3 LCD 19

Given theconstantstable, the standard grouping tech-
nique [5, 14] is to directly convert the selection condition
with constant(s) into a join with theconstantstable, as
shown in Figure 14 for our example. In this way, multiple
individual selections are converted into a single join, and
are hence more efficient.

However, this direct replacement of a select with a
join does not work for complex nested XML condi-
tions. To see why, let us assume that the WHERE con-
dition in our example is modified to be of the form:
count(NEW NODE/vendor[./price < x]) ≥ y (i.e., the new
node contains at leasty vendors who sell an item for less
thanx; herex andy can be different constants for different
XML triggers). In this case, the condition contains a selec-
tion (./price < x) nested under a group-by (count) nested
under another selection (≥ y). Simply replacing a selec-
tion (such as./price< x) with a corresponding join would
be incorrect because this would change the output cardinal-
ity of the operator (due to the join with theconstantsta-
ble, where multiple triggers could be fired); this would in
turn change the group-by (count) result, thereby produc-
ing wrong results.

To address this issue, we propose a simple yet power-
ful approach that works for arbitrarily complex nested se-
lections. The basic idea is to use theconstantstable to set
up acorrelation in theGparams graph to produce aGgrouped

graph, as shown in Figure 15. Conceptually, this means that
theGparamsgraph is evaluated once for each row in thecon-
stantstable (i.e., for each unique set of constants). While
this will certainly produce the correct results, it is likely to
be inefficient because we still do selections one by one for
each unique set of constants. However, the key idea now is
to decorrelate this graph using query rewrite techniques de-
veloped for SQL [22] and XML [23] queries. Decorrelation
converts correlated selections to joins [22, 23] (as we de-
sire) and also preserves the correct semantics of the graph
by adding appropriate grouping columns to group-by oper-
ators so that nested selections are handled correctly.

5.2. Trigger Pushdown

Given a decorrelatedGgroupedgraph for a table-event pair,
the next step is to generate a SQL trigger that, when ac-
tivated, produces the output ofGgrouped. In generating this
SQL trigger, we leverage techniques developed for publish-
ing relational data as XML. Specifically, we apply selec-
tion/join pushdown and tagger pull-up transformations [23]
on Ggrouped to generate a single sorted outer union SQL
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Figure 14. Converting select to join.
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Figure 15. Correlated Ggroupedgraph.

query whose results can be tagged in constant space to pro-
duce the XML output; this query becomes the body of the
SQL trigger generated for the table-event pair.

We also employ an important optimization that is spe-
cific to triggers, which we now briefly describe. The main
idea is to avoid directly computing distributive aggregate
functions overBold, the pre-update version of a table, when-
ever such functions appear in the view definition (such as a
countover vendors, in our example). We perform this op-
timization for two reasons. First, when an aggregate func-
tion is specified in a view, we need to compute the aggre-
gate forbothB (the post-update version of the table)and
Bold (the pre-update version of the same) since we need to
produce bothOLDNODEandNEWNODEvalues; comput-
ing an aggregate twice is likely to be expensive. Second, if
we can avoid referencingBold directly, we might be able to
avoid materializingBold (recall from Section 4.2 thatBold

is not exposed directly and has to be explicitly computed).
We use the following technique to avoid directly com-

puting an aggregate onBold, while still producing the cor-
rect OLDNODEvalues. We compute the result of the ag-
gregation onBold by using the result of the aggregation on
B and the transition tables. Note that this approach is ex-
actly the inverse of the incremental view maintenance prob-
lem (since we compute old aggregate values from new ag-
gregate values)! Consequently, by switching the role of old
values and new values, we can directly use existing incre-
mental view maintenance techniques [19] to compute ag-
gregates onBold using justB and the transition tables.

The SQL trigger generated for our running example of
an UPDATE on vendoris shown in Figure 16 (formatted to
be more human-readable).The trigger first finds the affected
keys by taking a union of the product names associated with
tuples in the transition tables (lines 6-13). The trigger then
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1 CREATE TRIGGER sqlTrigger1
2 AFTER UPDATE ON VENDOR
3 REFERENCING OLD_TABLE AS DELETED, NEW_TABLE AS INSERTED
4 FOR EACH STATEMENT
5
6 WITH AffectedKeys (name) AS (
7 SELECT P.name
8 FROM product AS P, INSERTED AS V
9 WHERE P.pid = V.pid

10 UNION
11 SELECT P.name
12 FROM product AS P, DELETED AS V
13 WHERE P.pid = V.pid),
14
15 ProductCount (name, numVendors) AS (
16 SELECT P.name, COUNT(*) AS numVendors
17 FROM AffectedKeys AS C, product AS P, vendor AS V
18 WHERE P.name = C.name
19 AND P.pid = V.pid
20 GROUP BY P.name),
21
22 MultiVendorProduct (name) AS (
23 SELECT name
24 FROM ProductCount
25 WHERE numVendors >= 2),
26
27 deltaCount (name, numVendors) AS (
28 SELECT P.name, 1
29 FROM product AS P, DELETED AS D
30 WHERE P.pid = D.pid
31 UNION ALL
32 SELECT P.name, -1
33 FROM product AS P, INSERTED AS I
34 WHERE P.pid = I.pid),
35
36 MultiVendorProduct_old (TrigIDs, name) AS (
37 SELECT C.TrigIDs, T2.name
38 FROM Constants1 AS C,
39 ( SELECT name
40 FROM ( SELECT name, numVendors
41 FROM ProductCount PC, Constants1 C
42 WHERE PC.name = C.Const1
43 UNION ALL
44 SELECT name, numVendors
45 FROM deltaCount DC, Constants1 C
46 WHERE DC.name = C.Const1
47 ) AS T(name, numVendors)
48 GROUP BY T.name
49 HAVING SUM(T.numVendors) >= 2
50 ) AS T2(name)
51 WHERE T2.name = C.name),
52
53 ProductInfo (pid, name, TrigIDs) AS (
54 SELECT P.pid, P.name, MVP_old.TrigIDs
55 FROM Product AS P, MultiVendorProduct AS MVP,
56 MultiVendorProduct_old AS MVP_old
57 WHERE MVP.name = MVP_old.name
58 AND MVP.name = P.name)
59
60 -- Produce the <product> elements
61 SELECT 1, PI.TrigIDs, PI.name, NULL, NULL
62 FROM ProductInfo AS PI
63
64 UNION ALL
65
66 -- Produce the <vendor> elements
67 SELECT 2, NULL, NULL, vid, price
68 FROM Vendor AS V, ProductInfo AS PI
69 WHERE V.pid = PI.pid
70
71 ORDER BY TrigIDs, pname, vid

� �

Figure 16. The generated SQL trigger.

Parameter Values (default in bold)
Hierarchy depth 2, 3, 4, 5
Number of leaf tuples (×1000) 32, 64,128, 256, 512, 1024
Leaf tuples per XML element 16, 32,64, 128, 256
Number of triggers 1, . . ., 10,000, . . ., 100,000
Number of satisfied triggers 1, 20, 40, 80, 100

Table 2. Experimental parameters.

computes the number of vendors for each affected product
after the update (lines 15-20), and selects only those with
more than one vendor as potentialNEWNODEs (lines 22-
25). Note that vendors are only computed for affected prod-
ucts by using regular query rewrite techniques to push down
the join on affected keys [18, 23]. The trigger then computes
the number of vendors for each affected productbeforethe
update by using the corresponding valuesafter the update
and the transition tables (lines 27-51); also note that the se-
lection on theOLDNODEname is transformed into a join
due to trigger grouping. Finally, the action parameters are
produced using a sorted outer union (lines 61-71).

6. Experimental Evaluation

We have developed and evaluated a prototype of the sys-
tem architecture proposed in this paper. We observe that the
compile timefor an XML trigger, which is the time to ma-
nipulate the intermediate XQGM graphs and produce the
final SQL trigger, is fairly small (a hundred milliseconds,
even for a complex view), and is only expended once dur-
ing the creation of the trigger. We therefore focus our eval-
uation on therun time, which is the overhead of evaluat-
ing the generated SQL trigger on an update to the underly-
ing base table(s).

6.1. Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is characterized by the parame-
ters in Table 2.Hierarchy depthspecifies the depth of the
relational schema. For depth 2, we use theproduct/vendor
schema and XML view described earlier. For deeper views,
we add additional “ancestor” tables aboveproduct, so that
each child table has a foreign key column referencing its
parent’s primary key, and the XML view contains children
nested inside of parents.Number of leaf tuplesspecifies the
number of rows in the leaf (i.e.,vendor) table—this is a
measure of the size of the database.Leaf tuples per XML el-
ementis the number of leaf tuples contained in a top-level
XML element produced by the view; this is a measure of the
size of an individual XML element. The next two parame-
ters specify the number of structurally similar XML trig-
gers in the system, and the number of these triggers that are
fired for each relational update, respectively. In all cases,
the XML trigger was placed on the top-level XML element
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in the view, and thecount(· · ·) ≥ 2 predicate remained on
the lowest level, that is, on the vendors. We defined the ac-
tions of the triggers to insert the entireNEWNODEinto a
temporary table.

We evaluated three alternative implementations to eval-
uate the various aspects of our approach.UNGROUPED
generates a different SQL trigger for each table-event
pair corresponding an XML trigger.GROUPEDextends
UNGROUPEDby implementing trigger grouping (Sec-
tion 5.1).GROUPED-AGGextendsGROUPEDby optimiz-
ing aggregate computation onBold (Section 5.2). Our ex-
periments were performed on a Linux system with a
933MHz Pentium III processor and 1GB of main memory,
running the DB2 8.1 commercial relational DBMS. We de-
fined primary keys for all the relational tables and built ap-
propriate indices on the key columns and other join
columns. For each experiment, we varied one of the pa-
rameters in Table 2 and used default values for the rest
(the default values are in bold). The run time was aver-
aged over 100 independent updates to thevendor table,
performed on a cold cache.

6.2. Varying Number of Triggers

Figure 17 shows the performance of the different ap-
proaches when we vary the number of triggers in the sys-
tem. UNGROUPEDdoes not scale well with the number
of triggers because it does not benefit from shared com-
putation across triggers. In contrast,GROUPEDand
GROUPED-AGGscale gracefully due to the grouping op-
timizations, with virtually no change in the update time
as the number of XML triggers increases (note the log
scale in the x-axis). This suggests that we can build a scal-
able XML trigger system over relational databases, even
though relational triggers by themselves are not scal-
able. Finally, GROUPED-AGGprovides about a 30%
performance improvement overGROUPEDdue to the ag-
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gregation optimization.

6.3. Varying Hierarchy Depth

Figure 18 shows the effect of varying the depth of the
XML view (we do not showUNGROUPEDbecause of its
bad scalability properties).GROUPEDandGROUPED-AGG
have the same relative performance and their run time in-
creases approximately linearly with the depth. This is be-
cause, as the depth increases, the relational trigger must
evaluate more joins to recreate the hierarchy. Further, the
size of the produced result also increases because, although
the number of leaf nodes remains constant, the number of
intermediate nodes grows larger. The results indicate that
we can get good performance for XML triggers even for
deeply-nested XML views.

6.4. Summary of Other Results

We also varied the other parameters in Table 2 and
we obtained similar results as in the previous two exper-
iments:GROUPEDandGROUPED-AGGscaled gracefully,
andGROUPED-AGGprovides at least a 30% improvement
overGROUPED; this difference actually increases when we
vary the number leaf tuples per XML element since the cost
of aggregation increases. We refer the reader to Appendix G
for further details.

7. Related work

There has been some recent work on supporting trig-
gers in native XML databases [2, 17]. Our focus, how-
ever, is on implementing XML triggers using SQL triggers,
without any need for a native XML database. A related
class of systems is XML publish/subscribe (pub/sub) sys-
tems [5, 8, 13, 26, 17], where the goal is to efficiently match



streaming XML documents against a large set of subscrip-
tions. However, most most pub/sub systems do not consider
updates to XML documents, which is the main issue with
XML triggers. Furthermore, even those that consider up-
dates [17] work with native XML engines and do not exploit
relational triggers. Our work is also related to the incre-
mental maintenance of relational/nested-relational/object-
oriented/semi-structured views; we refer the reader to Sec-
tion 4.1 for the main technical differences with respect to
view maintenance. In addition, our work also differs from
XML view maintenance in that we exploitrelational trig-
gers and query processing.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a systematic way of translating trig-
gers over XML views of relational data into SQL triggers,
and for translating relational updates into their correspond-
ing XML updates. We have also presented experimental re-
sults that illustrate the feasibility and scalability of our ap-
proach. An interesting direction for future work is to see
whether our general algorithm for detecting changes over
complex XQuery views can be adapted for incrementally
maintaining complexmaterializedXML views.
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A. Definitions of Canonical Keys

Table 3 defines the canonical key for each XQGM oper-
ator (except forUnnest) in terms of the canonical keys of
its input operator(s).

B. Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1. A view of relational data,G, is trigger-
specifiable if all the table operators inG have (canonical)
keys.

Proof. We need to prove that every operator inG has a
canonical key. In Table 3, we define the canonical keys for
every type of operator, except forUnnest, in terms of its
input operator(s). Thus, ifG does not contain anyUnnest
operators, then we can simply derive the canonical key for
each operatoro by applying the definitions in Table 3.

If G doescontainUnnestoperators, then it can be rewrit-
ten to an equivalent graphG′ that does not contain any
Unnest operators. This transformation is possible because
G is an XML view of relational data and the underlying re-
lational data contains no inherent nesting. Hence, anUnnest
operator can only unnest an XML hierarchy created in the
view itself. We can thus use the sound and complete view
composition rules from [23] to removeUnnestoperators in
such cases. We can thus assume without loss of generality
thatG does not contain anyUnnestoperators.

Since all operators inG have canonical keys, the view is
trigger-specifiable by Definition 4.

C. Event pushdown

In this part, we show our algorithm for determining what
relationalevents can causeXML triggers to be fired.

First, we precisely define the notion of INSERT, UP-
DATE, and DELETE events on an operatoro, given a
database transitionD

∗
→ D′:

• INSERT(o): There existst ∈ R(o, D′) such that
¬∃t′(t′ ∈ R(o, D) ∧ ckvo(t) = ckvo(t′)).

• DELETE(o): There existst ∈ R(o, D) such that
¬∃t′(t′ ∈ R(o, D′) ∧ ckvo(t) = ckvo(t′)).

• UPDATE(o, C): There existst ∈ R(o, D) such that for
the set of columnsC, ∃t′(t′ ∈ R(O, D′) ∧ ckvo(t) =
ckvo(t′) ∧ πC(v(t)) 6= πC(v(t′))).

The procedure we use is quite straightforward: for each
type of operator (Join, GroupBy, etc.), and for each of the
three event types, there is a set of possible input events
which can directly cause that output event (see Table 4). Put
another way, there is a set of rulesEI → EO, where oper-
atorI is an input to operatorO, such that the eventEO can

1: GetSrcEvents(o : Operator, e : Event) :
2: S ← {(o′, e′) | determined from(o, e)using Table 4}
3: S′ ← ∅
4: for all (o′, e′) ∈ S do
5: if o′.type = Table then
6: S′ ← S′ ∪ {(o′, e′)}
7: else
8: S′ ← S′ ∪GetSrcEvents(o′, e′)
9: end if

10: end for
11: ReturnS′.

Figure 19. GetSrcEvents: given an operator, o, and
a desired event on that operator, e, returns the set
of table-level events which can cause e.

occur if EI occurs. Thus, starting at the top operator of the
Pathgraph, we can determine the set of events on all of its
input operators which can directly cause theEventspecified
in the trigger. Applying these rules recursively, as shown in
Figure 19, we eventually reach the baseTable operators, at
which point we have the set of all base-table eventsIB such
thatIB → Event.

D. Supported XQuery Expressions

Our implementation supports a powerful subset of
XQuery in view and trigger definitions. As mentioned
in Section 2.2, the trigger’sPath is an XPath expression,
while the Condition as well as the parameters to theAc-
tion function are XQuery expressions. Rather than list the
full XPath and XQuery grammar we support, we will in-
stead highlight the differences between the grammar
supported by our implementation and the XQuery 1.0 spec-
ification [27].

Figure 20 shows the restrictions we place on the XQuery
1.0 grammar. The two main restrictions are on the axes sup-
ported (we do not support parent or sibling accessors), and
on type expressions, which we do not support (hence the re-
moval of InstanceofExpr ). There are also restrictions
on the XQuery functions [28] which we support; currently,
we allow only arithmetic functions which have counterparts
in SQL, and we do not allow user-defined XQuery func-
tions.

E. Proof of Theorem 2

In this section, we will prove the correctness of the
CreateANGraph algorithm (see Figure 12).



Operator type Input (operator, key) pairs How to derive output key (KeyO)

Select, Project (I, KeyI)
/* Simply propagate the key of our input operator. */
KeyO ← KeyI

Join (I1, KeyI1), · · · , (In, KeyIn
)

/* New key is the concatenation of input keys. */
KeyO ← KeyI1 ∪ · · · ∪ KeyIn

Union (I1, KeyI1), · · · , (In, KeyIn
)

Let M : CI → CO be the mapping from the columns of input operators to
columns ofO.

KeyO ←
⋃

Ii∈I





⋃

c∈KeyIi

M(c)





GroupBy (I,KeyI) KeyO ← the grouping columns ofO.

Table — KeyO ← the primary key ofO.

Table 3. Deriving canonical keys for XQGM operators.

Operator type Output event Input (operator,event) pairs

Select, Project

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I) (I is the input operator);
UPDATE(I,Cσ) whereCσ are the columns used in the selection condition

INSERT(O)
INSERT(I);
UPDATE(I,Cσ)

UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(I,C)

Join

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I) for any input operatorI ;
UPDATE(I,C), whereCI are the columns of operatorI .

INSERT(O)
INSERT(I) for any input operatorI ;
UPDATE(I,C)

UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(I,CI)

GroupBy

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I);
UPDATE(I,G), whereG is the set of grouping columns

INSERT(O)
INSERT(I);
UPDATE(I,G)

UPDATE(O,C)
UPDATE(I,C);
INSERT(I) unlessC ⊆ G;
DELETE(I) unlessC ⊆ G

Union

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I) for any input operatorI ;
UPDATE(I, IC) for any input operatorI (Note that DELETE(O) could be
caused by an UPDATE where a previously unique tuple becomes a duplicate.)

INSERT(O)
INSERT(I) for any input operatorI ;
UPDATE(I, IC) for any input operatorI (analogously to DELETE(O))

UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(I, IC) for any input operatorI

Table 4. Operator-specific rules used in event pushdown.



[31] 〈MainModule〉 −→ 〈Prolog〉 〈QueryBody〉

〈MainModule∗〉 −→ 〈QueryBody〉

[72] 〈AxisStep〉 −→ (〈ForwardStep〉 | 〈ReverseStep〉)
| 〈Predicates〉

〈AxisStep∗〉 −→ 〈ForwardStep〉 〈Predicates〉

[89] 〈ForwardAxis〉 −→ (child :: )
| (descendant :: )
| (attribute :: )
| (self :: )
| (descendant-or-self :: )
| (following-sibling :: )
| (following :: )

〈ForwardAxis∗〉 −→ (child :: )
| (descendant :: )
| (attribute :: )
| (self :: )
| (descendant-or-self :: )

[56] 〈AndExpr〉 −→ 〈InstanceofExpr〉
{and 〈InstanceofExpr〉}

〈AndExpr∗〉 −→ 〈ComparisonExpr〉
{and 〈ComparisonExpr〉}

Figure 20. Supported XQuery grammar. Non-
terminals marked with an asterisk ( ∗) indicate
our implementation, while the bracketed number
refers to the rule in the XQuery specification [27].

E.1. Avoiding SpuriousUPDATE Events

The goal ofCreateANGraph is to produce an XQGM
graph which, when evaluated, will produce the values of
OLDNODEandNEWNODEfor each XML node which was
inserted, updated, or deleted. If, as we shall prove,Create-
AKGraph (Figure 8) is correct, then the anti-join at the top
of Gaffected(lines 13 and 15 ofCreateANGraph) prevents
INSERTand DELETE triggers from producing spurious out-
put.

However, when the XML trigger is on an UPDATE event,
there are cases in which spurious updates might be detected.
To see why, suppose the view for our running example (Fig-
ure 3) were changed so that instead of producing the list of
vendors for each product, it only produced the minimum
price for each. The XQGM graph for this modified view is
shown in Figure 21. Note that the only difference from the
original (Figure 5) is in theProject andGroupBy (boxes
4 and 5).

Now supposevendorinitially contains the following two
tuples:

vendor
vid pid price

Amazon P1 100.00
Buy.com P1 60.00
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Figure 21. XQGM for modified catalog view.

and one vendor updates its price:
5vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 100.00

4vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 75.00

Since the view createsproductelements,P1 will be iden-
tified by our algorithm as an affected key because4vendor
and5vendor (potentially) affect the aggregate produced
by the GroupBy operator in Box 5. However, since this
particular update doesnot change the minimum price, the
XML node for productP1 remains unchanged: both before
and after the update, the node is simply:

<product name="P1">
<min>60.00</min>

</product>

On the other hand, if the new price forAmazonhad
been, say, $50.00, this XML nodewould have been af-
fected. Thus, when the XML trigger is on an UP-
DATE event, we need to ensure that the node in ques-
tion was actually updated. The simplest, but far from



the most efficient, solution is to place a selection condi-
tion at the top ofGaffected (Line 11 in Figure 12) which
filters out those (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) pairs where
OLD NODE = NEW NODE. This is implemented as a string
comparison in the tagger (since it’s a comparison of the full
XML nodes), which has two drawbacks. First, it is expen-
sive when the nodes are large. Second, and more impor-
tantly, it requirespassing the entire(OLD NODE, NEW NODE)
pair to the middleware, which prevents many of the op-
timizations which would otherwise be performed by
XQGM graph rewrite rules when theCondition and Ac-
tion do not require the entire nodes. We therefore present
some optimizations and prove their correctness in Ap-
pendix F. For this section, however, we assume the use of
the simpler, less-efficient approach.

E.2. Proof of Correctness of CreateAKGraph

Central to our proof of Theorem 2 is the correctness of
the affected-keys algorithm,CreateAKGraph (Figure 8).

First, we formally define some terminology. In the fol-
lowing, we useR(T, D) to denote the contents of tableT
in database stateD. (In other words,R(T, D) = R(o, D)
whereo is the XQGM operatorTable(T ).)

Definition 5 (Valid transitional tables). For any given
single-table database transitionD

T
→ D′, (5T,4T ) is a

valid pair of transitional tables iff

5T ⊆ R(T, D),4 T ⊆ R(T, D′),

5T ⊇ {x|x ∈ R(T, D) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D′)},

4T ⊇ {x|x ∈ R(T, D′) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D)},
and(R(T, D) −5T ) = R(T, D′) −4T .

Definition 6 (Hypothetical state). For a given database
state D and a transitional tabledT , the hypothet-
ical state D−dT is the database state such that
R(T, D−dT ) = R(T, D) − dT and for all tables
T ′ 6= T , R(T ′, D−dT ) = R(T ′, D).

We refer to a database transition asmonotonic if
5T = ∅ or 4T = ∅. It follows from Definitions 5 and
6 that bothD

T
→ D′−4T and D′−4T

T
→ D′ are mono-

tonic transitions.

Definition 7 (“Affected”). A tuplet is said to beaffected
in viewG by relational transitionD

∗
→ D′ iff t is updated,

inserted, or deleted inG by D
∗
→ D′ (as per Definitions 2

and 3).

We now prove the correctness ofCreateAKGraph .

Lemma 1 (Correctness of CreateAKGraph). Given
a view graph G, a relational table T , and a mono-
tonic database transitionD1

T
→ D2 with non-empty tran-

sition tabledT , let O′ = CreateAKGraph(oG, T, dT ).

Then ckvO′(x) ∈ R(O′, D2) for all tuplesx wherex is af-
fected inG byD1

T
→ D2.

Proof. We prove Lemma 1 by induction on the depth ofG.

Base case: depth = 1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single op-
erator,Table(X), for some relational tableX .

SupposeT 6= X . Since we stipulated that a database
transitionD1

T
→ D2 occurred,D1 and D2 are identical

states except for the contents of tableT . Therefore, since
R(Table(X), D1) = R(Table(X), D2), there areno tu-
ples affected, so the lemma is vacuously true.

On the other hand, suppose thatT = X . Then
CreateAKGraph(oG, T, dT ) = πT.key(Table(dT )).
Hence, by the definition of transitional tables,R(O′, D2)

contains all tuplesx affected byD1
T
→ D2.

Thus, the base case holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, sup-
pose Lemma 1 holds.

We will now show that Lemma 1 holds for a graphG of
depthk+1. There are four cases, one for each type of oper-
ator except forTable (which can only occur at the leaf level
of the graph).

Case 1:oG is aGroupBy operator.

This case is handled by lines 11-18 of the algorithm.
Then there are two cases to consider, depending on the

value returned by the recursive call toCreateAKGraph , I ′.
First, if I ′ = ∅, then there are no tuples in the input to the
GroupBy which were affected as a result of the database
transition. Since the input to theGroupBy is unchanged,
and it merely aggregates its input, its output must also be
unaffected by the transition; hence, in this case, we simply
return∅.

Otherwise, the algorithm creates aJoin operator,J , join-
ing I with I ′, and then returns a newGroupBy opera-
tor which merely projects out the values of the grouping
columns ofoG. Note that for aGroupBy operator, the
grouping columnsare its canonical key. By the induction
hypothesis,ckvI′(x) ∈ R(I ′, D2) for every tuplex af-
fected by the transition. IfckvI′(x) is produced byI ′, then
J will produce all tuplesy whereckvoG

(x) = ckvoG
(y),

andO′ will produceckvO′(y). In other words, for each tu-
ple produced by operatorI affected by the transition,O′

produces the corresponding value of the canonical key of
theGroupBy operator,O′.

Finally, since each tuplez produced by aGroupBy
operatorQ depends only on those input tuplesw where
ckvQ(w) = ckvQ(z), the keys of all tuples affected inG

by the transitionD1
T
→ D2 are included inR(O′, D2).



Case 2:oG is aSelector Project operator.

This case is handled by lines 20-21 of the algorithm.
Both SelectandProject take a single input,I. Sup-

pose, by contradiction, that there exists a tuplex such thatx
is affected inG by D1

T
→ D2, butckvO′(x) 6∈ R(O′, D2).

By the algorithm (line 21),O′ = I ′, so it must also be true
thatckvI′(x) 6∈ R(I ′, D2). Let y be the tuple produced by
I such thatckvI(y) = ckvI(x). There must be exactly one
such tuple, becauseProject does not change the cardinal-
ity of its input, andSelectcan only decrease it. Therefore
ckvI′(y) 6∈ R(I ′, D2). By the induction hypothesis, this im-
plies thaty is not affected byD1

T
→ D2, for if it were,

ckvI′(y) would be inR(I ′, D2). Both SelectandProject

are deterministic (given the limitations on XQuery func-
tions laid out in Appendix D), and compute each output tu-
ple in terms of exactly one input tuple. But this yields a con-
tradiction, because an unaffected input tupley resulted in an
affected corresponding output tuplex.

Case 3:oG is aJoin.

This case is handled by lines 24-39 of the algorithm.
A Join with predicates is semantically equivalent to a

Join with no predicates (i.e., a cross-product) followed by
aSelectimposing the predicates. Since aSelectrequires no
additional operators added to the affected-keys graph (see
Case 2 above), we can assume, without loss of generality,
thatoG has no predicates.

Furthermore, aJoin with fewer than 2 input opera-
tors is equivalent to aSelect, and aJoin with more than
2 input operators can be split up into several joins, i.e.,
Join(I1, I2, · · · , In) = Join(I1,Join(I2, · · · , In)). We
therefore make the additional simplifying assumption that
eachJoin has exactly 2 inputs.

The algorithm begins by invokingCreateAKGraph re-
cursively on each of the inputs (I0 andI1). There are three
possible cases to consider: first, suppose both invocations
return∅. By the induction hypothesis, this implies that the
input to oG is unchanged; sinceJoin is deterministic, its
output must also be unchanged.

The second possibility is thatCreateAKGraph returned
∅ for exactly one ofI0 or I1, and returned someI ′ for the
other. The proof for this case is almost identical to the proof-
by-contradiction used in Case 2 forSelect, so we just sketch
it out: assume that there exists a tuplex such thatx is af-
fected inG by D1

T
→ D2, but ckvO′(x) 6∈ R(O′, D2);

then a contradiction arises because only one leg of the
Join changed, andI ′ = O′, so the corresponding tuple
y ∈ R(I ′, D2) should have been identified byI ′.

The third and final possibility is thatCreateAKGraph
returnedI ′0 and I ′1 for I0 and I1, respectively. In this
case, we produceO′ by creating twoJoin operators—Ja

computing the cross-product(I ′0 × I1), andJb computing
(I0 × I ′1)—and taking theirUnion. Suppose by contradic-

tion that there exists a tuplex such thatx is affected inG by
D1

T
→ D2, butckvO′(x) 6∈ R(O′, D2). Then, by definition

of a cross-product, there exists exactly one pair of tuples
(y, z) such thatx = y·z, i.e.y ∈ R(I0, D2), z ∈ R(I1, D2),
ckvI0(y) = ckvI0(x), andckvI1(z) = ckvI1(x). Sincex
was affected, andJoin is deterministic, it must be the case
that eithery or z was also affected. Without loss of gen-
erality, assume it wasy. Then, by the induction hypothe-
sis, it must be the case thatckvI′

0
(y) ∈ R(I ′0, D2). There-

fore, sincez ∈ R(I1, D2), there is a tuplex′ ∈ R(Ja, D2)
such thatckvI′

0
(x′) = ckvI′

0
(y) andckvI′

1
(x′) = ckvI′

1
(z).

But this yields a contradiction, since theUnion will simply
propagatex′, andx′ = ckvO′(x), contradicting our origi-
nal assumption thatckvO′(x) 6∈ R(O′, D2).

Case 4:oG is aUnion.

The final possibility is thatoG is aUnion operator; this
is handled in lines 43-53. The algorithm forUnion calls
CreateAKGraph recursively on each of its inputsi, and
then creates a newUnion operator computing the union of
each of these resultsi′.

We prove the correctness for this final case by contra-
diction. Suppose there exists some tuplex such thatx is af-
fected inG by the transitionD1

T
→ D2, butx 6∈ R(O′, D2).

By definition of theUnion operator, there must be at least
one input operatorI such thatx was affected inI. By the in-
duction hypothesis,ckvI′(x) ∈ R(I ′, D2). However, this
yields a contradiction becauseI ′ is one of the inputs to
O′, and the semantics ofUnion require that∀y(y ∈ I ′ →
y ∈ O′).

E.3. Proof of Correctness of CreateANGraph

Before we can prove the correctness ofCreateAN-
Graph, we must first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2. For a database transitionD
T
→ D′ with tran-

sitional tables4T and5T , and a view graphG, if a tu-
ple t is affected inG by D

T
→ D′, then eithert is affected

byD
T
→ D′−4T , or t is affected byD′−4T

T
→ D′.

Proof. For conciseness of notation, let̄D = D′−4T . Sup-

pose by contradiction that (1)t is affected byD
T
→ D′, but

(2) t is not affected byD
T
→ D̄ and t is not affected by

D̄
T
→ D′. By Definitions 2 and 3, it follows from (2) that

one of two cases is possible: either (3)(t ∈ R(oG, D)∧ t ∈
R(oG, D̄) ∧ t ∈ R(oG, D′)) or (4) (t 6∈ R(oG, D) ∧ t 6∈
R(oG, D̄) ∧ t 6∈ R(oG, D′)).

If (3) holds, thent ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ t ∈ R(oG, D′), so it
follows from Definitions 2 and 3 thatt is neither inserted,
deleted, or updated inG by D

T
→ D′, contradicting our as-

sumption (1) thatt is affected byD
T
→ D′.



On the other hand, if (4) holds, thent 6∈ R(oG, D) ∧ t 6∈
R(oG, D′); again, it follows from Definitions 2 and 3 that
t is neither inserted, deleted, or updated inG by D

T
→ D′,

contradicting assumption (1).

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2, the cor-
rectness ofCreateANGraph. Please refer to Figure 12 for
the text of the algorithm, which is referenced throughout
this proof.

Theorem 2. Given an eventE, view graphG, and ta-
ble T , CreateANGraph(E, G, T ) produces graphGaffected

such that for all valid database transitionsD
T
→ D′,

(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′) iff:

(a) E = UPDATE∧OLD NODE ∈ R(oG, D)∧NEW NODE ∈
R(oG, D′)∧ ckvoG

(OLD NODE) = ckvoG
(NEW NODE)∧

v(OLD NODE) 6= v(NEW NODE), or

(b) E = INSERT ∧ OLD NODE = ∅ ∧ NEW NODE ∈
R(oG, D′)∧@x|(x ∈ R(oG, D)∧ckvoG

(NEW NODE) =
ckvoG

(x)), or

(c) E = DELETE ∧ NEW NODE = ∅ ∧ OLD NODE ∈
R(oG, D)∧@x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′)∧ckvoG

(OLD NODE) =
ckvoG

(x)).

Proof. Lemma 1 proved that if some tuplex is af-
fected inG by the database transitionD′−4T

T
→ D′, then

ckvoG
(x) ∈ R(CreateAKGraph(oG, T,4T ), D′), and

that if some tuplex is affected inG by D
T
→ D′−4T , then

ckvoG
(x) ∈ R(CreateAKGraph(oGold, Told,5T ), D′).

As Lemma 2 showed, for any tuplex affected inG by
D

T
→ D′, it must be affected either byD′−4T

T
→ D′ or

by D
T
→ D′−4T . ThereforeUnion created in line 6 pro-

duces a superset of affected keys. I.e., for any affected tu-
ple x, it must be the case thatx ∈ R(Ou, D′) (see
line 6).

We now consider each of the three event types separately,
and we prove the theorem in both directions for each.

(a) E = UPDATE.

SupposeE = UPDATE, and there existOLD NODE and
NEW NODE such thatOLD NODE ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ NEW NODE ∈
R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG

(OLD NODE) = ckvoG
(NEW NODE) ∧

v(OLD NODE) 6= v(NEW NODE). This is the definition of
an UPDATE event onoG, and since we have shown that
R(Ou, D′) containsckvoG

(x) for all tuplesx affected by the
database transition, we can infer thatR(Ou, D′) contains
ckvoG

(OLD NODE). Then, sinceOLD NODE ∈ R(oG, D),
it follows that OLD NODE ∈ R(Oold, D

′) (line 8);
similarly, since NEW NODE ∈ R(oG, D′), there-
fore NEW NODE ∈ R(Onew, D

′) (line 8). Next, since
there is exactly one tuple in each ofR(Oold, D

′) and

R(Onew, D
′), the inner join (line 10) produces ex-

actly (OLD NODE, NEW NODE). Since we initially stip-
ulated that OLD NODE 6= NEW NODE, the final Select
(line 11) does not remove this pair from the output. There-
fore,Gaffectedproduces the tuple(OLD NODE, NEW NODE).

Conversely, supposeE = UPDATE, and there ex-
ists (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(OGaffected, D

′). Then,
this must have been returned in line 11, so we can in-
fer that OLD NODE 6= NEW NODE. Furthermore,OLD NODE

and NEW NODE come from Oold and Onew, respectively,
joined on their respective keys; therefore, since the key of
bothOold (line 8) andOnew (line 7) is the same as the key of
G, we have thatckvoG

(OLD NODE) = ckvoG
(NEW NODE). Fi-

nally, sinceR(Onew, D
′) ⊆ R(G, D′), we can conclude

thatNEW NODE ∈ R(G, D′). We can similarly conclude that
OLD NODE ∈ R(G, D) becauseR(Oold, D

′) ⊆ R(G, D).

(b) E = INSERT.

Next, suppose thatE = INSERT, and there ex-
ist OLD NODE and NEW NODE such that OLD NODE =
∅ ∧ NEW NODE ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ @x|(x ∈ R(oG, D) ∧
ckvoG

(NEW NODE) = ckvoG
(x)). This is the definition of

an INSERT event onoG, and since we have shown that
R(Ou, D′) containsckvoG

(x) for all tuplesx affected by the
database transition, we can infer thatR(Ou, D′) contains
ckvoG

(NEW NODE). Then, sinceNEW NODE ∈ R(oG, D′),
it follows that NEW NODE ∈ R(Onew, D

′); similarly, since
there is no corresponding tuplex in R(oG, D), it fol-
lows that there is no tupley ∈ R(Oold, D

′) such that
ckvoG

(y) = ckvoG
(NEW NODE). Therefore, theLeftAnti-

Join (line 13) will produce(∅, NEW NODE).
Conversely, supposeE = INSERT, and there ex-

ists (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(OGaffected, D
′). Then,

this must have been returned in line 13, so we can in-
fer that OLD NODE = ∅. Furthermore,OLD NODE and
NEW NODE come fromOold and Onew, respectively, anti-
joined on their respective keys. Therefore, since the key
of both Oold (line 8) andOnew (line 7) is the same as
the key ofG, we have thatNEW NODE ∈ R(G, D′), and
@y|(y ∈ R(oOold, D

′) ∧ ckvoG
(y) = ckvoG

(NEW NODE)).
BecauseNEW NODE ∈ R(Onew, D

′), we conclude that
ckvoG

(NEW NODE) ∈ R(Ou, D′). Therefore, since we have
shown thatOold doesnot contain a corresponding tupley,
it follows that @x|(x ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ ckvoG

(NEW NODE) =
ckvoG

(x)).

(c) E = DELETE.

The final case is analogous to(b). Suppose that
E = DELETE, and there existOLD NODE and NEW NODE

such thatNEW NODE = ∅ ∧ OLD NODE ∈ R(oG, D) ∧
@x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG

(OLD NODE) = ckvoG
(x)).

This is the definition of a DELETE event on oG, and
since we have shown thatR(Ou, D′) containsckvoG

(x)
for all tuples x affected by the database transition, we



can infer that R(Ou, D′) contains ckvoG
(OLD NODE).

Then, sinceOLD NODE ∈ R(oG, D), it follows that
OLD NODE ∈ R(Oold, D

′); similarly, since there is
no corresponding tuplex in R(oG, D′), it follows
that there is no tupley ∈ R(Onew, D

′) such that
ckvoG

(y) = ckvoG
(OLD NODE). Therefore, theRight-

AntiJoin (line 15) will produce(OLD NODE, ∅).
Conversely, supposeE = DELETE, and there ex-

ists (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(OGaffected, D
′). Then,

this must have been returned in line 15, so we can in-
fer that NEW NODE = ∅. Furthermore,OLD NODE and
NEW NODE come fromOold and Onew, respectively, anti-
joined on their respective keys. Therefore, since the key
of both Oold (line 8) andOnew (line 7) is the same as
the key ofG, we have thatOLD NODE ∈ R(G, D), and
@y|(y ∈ R(oOnew, D

′) ∧ ckvoG
(y) = ckvoG

(OLD NODE)).
BecauseOLD NODE ∈ R(Oold, D

′), we conclude that
ckvoG

(OLD NODE) ∈ R(Ou, D′). Therefore, since we have
shown thatOnew doesnot contain a corresponding tupley,
it follows that @x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG

(OLD NODE) =
ckvoG

(x)).

F. Optimizations for CreateANGraph

As described in Appendix E.1, in theCreateANGraph
algorithm (Figure 12), we initially put aSelect operator
(line 11) at the top of the affected-node graph in order to en-
sure thatOLD NODE andNEW NODE actually differ; however,
doing this comparison in the tagger can be expensive. In
this section, we identify a general class of views for which
we do not have to explicitly check whetherOLD NODE and
NEW NODE differ, while still ensuring that we do not iden-
tify spurious updates - many views, including the running
example in the paper, fall into this class. For views that do
not fall into this class, we present a few optimizations that
can push down the check to the relational engine under cer-
tain conditions.

F.1. Definitions

As Definition 5 shows, the transitional tables provided
by the relational database system are actually asupersetof
the tuples which changed. This is because an update state-
ment such as:

UPDATE VENDOR
SET PRICE = 1 * PRICE

will result in the transitional tables containing as many rows
as there arevendor rows, even though none of theven-
dor rows actually changed in value. Therefore,CreateAK-
Graph would produce keys of XML nodes which were not
actually updated, and these would not be identified as spu-
rious until reaching the finalSelectoperator.

This problem can be avoided by replacing all references
to 4T and5T in the SQL trigger with4T ′ and5T ′, re-
spectively, where4T ′ = 4T−5T and5T ′ = 5T−4T .
Then we can refine Definition 5:

Definition 8 (Pruned transitional tables). For any given
single-table database transitionD

T
→ D′, thepruned tran-

sition tablesNT andHT are:

NT = {x|x ∈ R(T, D′) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D)}, and

HT = {x|x ∈ R(T, D) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D′)}.

For a large class of views, including the running example
in the paper, we can actually remove the selection condition
OLD NODE 6= NEW NODE from CreateANGraph if we prune
the transition tables. This class of views, which we callin-
jective, has the property that there is a one-to-one mapping
between each XML node produced byoG (the top opera-
tor of the view graph) and the set of relational tuples used
to construct the node.

In order to prove this claim, we must first define the no-
tion of an injective view more formally. We begin by defin-
ing thecontributing setof a tuple: intuitively, for any tuple
t produced by an operatoro, there is a set of tuples pro-
duced by each of its input operatorsoi which contributes to
t. For example, the contributing set of a tuplet produced
by a GroupBy operator is the set of all input tuples hav-
ing the same grouping-column value ast. For aProject

or Select, the contributing set of a tuplet is the input tu-
ple from whicht is computed by projection or selection, re-
spectively. We now formalize this notion of a contributing
set of a tuple for arbitrary operators.

Definition 9 (Contributing set). Given an operator (o),
one of its input operators (oi), a database state (D), and
a tuple (to ∈ R(o, D)), thecontributing setof to is:

ζ(to, oi, o, D) = {ti ∈ R(oi, D)|
∀D′(ti ∈ R(oi, D

′) →
∃t′o(t

′
o ∈ R(o, D′) ∧ ckvo(to) = ckvo(t′o)))}.

In the following, C̃(o) is the set of columns pro-
duced by operatoro. For a tuplet produced by opera-
tor o, we denote the value of columnsC (whereC ⊆ C̃(o))
as πC(t). We similarly denote projection for a set of tu-
ples: πC(S) = {πC(t)|t ∈ S}. Finally, whenC is a set
of columns belonging to (potentially) multiple opera-
tors, then(C|o) denotes the subset ofC belonging to
operatoro; i.e. (C|o) = C ∩ C̃(o).

We now defineinjectionfor a single operator in terms of
the contributing set of each tuple it produces:

Definition 10 (Injection for operators). Given an XQGM
operator (o) with a set of input operators (I), a set of
o’s columns (Co), and a subset ofI ’s columns (CI ): the
columnsCo are injective with respect to the columnsCI

(denoted asCI 7→ Co) iff:



∀t1, D1, t2, D2(
(t1 ∈ R(o, D1) ∧ t2 ∈ R(o, D2) ∧ πCo

(t1) = πCo
(t2))

→ (∀oi ∈ I(π(CI |oi)(ζ(t1, oi, o, D1)) =
π(CI |oi)(ζ(t2, oi, o, D2))))).

In other words, ifCI 7→ Co, then there is a one-to-one
mapping such that for each tuplet produced by that opera-
tor, πCo

(t) (the value of columnsCo in tuple t) maps to a
uniquesetof CI values produced by the input operator(s)I.

Definition 11 (Transitive injection). An operatoro is tran-
sitively injectivefor Co with respect to a tableT (denoted
T

∗
7→ Co) iff one of the following holds:

• o = Table(T ) andCo is all of T ’s columns, or

• ∃CI((CI 7→ Co) ∧ ∀oi((oi ∈ I) → (T
∗
7→ (CI |oi)))).

That is, an operator is transitively injective for a subset
of its output columns,Co, if and only if there is a one-to-one
mapping such that for every tuplet produced by the oper-
ator Table(T ), vCo

(t) maps to a unique set of tuples in
Table(T ).

Finally, we say that a view with graphG is injective for
C with respect to tableT if its top operator,oG, is transi-
tively injective forC with respect toT . Although these con-
ditions may seem restrictive, most XML views of relational
data are injective with respect to each of their base tables.
For example, the originalcatalogview (Figure 5) is injec-
tive with respect to bothproductandvendor.

In Section F.3, we will prove the following theorem, stat-
ing that for injective views,CreateANGraph will not pro-
duce spurious updates if we remove the final selection con-
dition in line 11; we refer to this modified version asCre-
ateANOpt.

Theorem 3. Given an UPDATE event, a view graphG
which is injective for all columns of its top operator, and
tableT , let Gaffected = CreateANGraph(UPDATE, G, T ),
and Gopt = CreateANOpt(UPDATE, G, T ). Then for all

valid database transitionsD
T
→ D′ with pruned transition

tablesNT andHT , (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGopt, D
′)

if and only if(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′).

F.2. Sufficient Conditions for Injection

For each operatoro in a graphG, and a set of columns
Co, we can determine whethero is injective forCi 7→ Co,
based on the type of operator:

• Project, Select, andJoin. o is injective forCI 7→ Co

if, for input operator(s)I, there existsCI such that for
eachci ∈ CI , one of the following holds:

– ci ∈ Co, or

– If o is Project or Select: ∃c ∈ Co such thatc
is produced by an injective function which takes

ci as a parameter. The most commonly-used such
function is the XML constructor function.

• GroupBy. o is injective forCi 7→ Co if, for its input
operatori, there existsCi such that for eachci ∈ Ci,
one of the following holds:

– ci ∈ Co, or

– ∃c ∈ Co such thatc = aggXMLFrag(ci).

It is easy to see that the view in Figure 5 satisfies the
above conditions. Note that the above conditions are suffi-
cient but not necessary for injection.

F.3. Correctness of Theorem 3

Given an injective view, can now prove a stronger ver-
sion of Lemma 1:

Lemma 3. Given a relational table T , a view
graph G which is injective for columnsC w.r.t. T ,
and a monotonic database transitionD1

T

→ D2

with pruned nonempty transitional tabledT , let
O′ = CreateAKGraph(oG, T, dT ). Then @x, y, z
(x ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ y ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧ ckvoG

(y) = x ∧
vC(y) = vC(z) ∧ z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧ ckvoG

(z) = x).

Proof. We prove Lemma 3 by induction on the depth ofG.

Base case: depth = 1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single op-
erator,Table(X), for some relational tableX .

SupposeX 6= T . ThenCreateAKGraph returns∅, so
there areno tuplesx ∈ R(O′, D2); the lemma is vacuously
true.

Otherwise,X = T . ThenCreateAKGraph(oG, T, dT )
returnsπT.key(Table(dT )). Suppose, by contradiction, that
there existx, y, z contradicting Lemma 3. By the definition
of transitive injection,C must be the set ofall columns of
T ; therefore, sincevC(y) = vC(z), we infer thaty = z.
The pruned transitional tabledT is eitherNT or HT . By
Definition 8, if dT = NT , thenz ∈ R(T, D2) implies that
z 6∈ R(T, D1); otherwisedT = HT andy ∈ R(T, D1) im-
plies thaty 6∈ R(T, D2). In both cases, a contradiction is
reached because we had concluded thaty = z.

Thus, the base case holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, sup-
pose Lemma 3 holds.

We will now show that Lemma 3 holds for a graphG of
depthk+1. There are four cases, one for each type of oper-
ator except forTable (which can only occur at the leaf level
of the graph).

Case 1:oG is aGroupBy operator.

Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist tuplesx, y, z
contradicting Lemma 3. We know thatoG is injective for



CI 7→ C, whereCI is some set of columns of the input
operator,I. By the definition of injection, we know that
the set ofI-tuples used for computingvC(y) and vC(z)
did not change in the transition:πCI

(ζ(y, I, oG, D1)) =
πCI

(ζ(z, I, oG, D2)). Let Z = ζ(z, I, oG, D2) andXI =
{ckvI(z)|z ∈ Z}. Finally, letCg be the grouping columns
of oG (note that the set of grouping columns defines the key
of a GroupBy operator).

By the induction hypothesis, whenCreateAKGraph is
invoked recursively (line 11),R(I ′, D2) will not contain
any xI ∈ XI . Therefore, theJoin created in line 15 will
not propagate anyz ∈ Z. Furthermore, there can’t be a tu-
ple z′ 6∈ ζ(z, I, oG, D2) such thatπCg

(z′) = x, because
x = πCg

(z) and thereforeπCg
(z′) would have to be in the

contributing setZ (by Definition 9). As a result, since the
Join is not propagating any tuplest such thatπCg

(t) = x,
the GroupBy created in line 17 will not producex. This
yields a contradiction, however, since our original assump-
tion was thatx ∈ R(O′, D2).

Case 2:oG is aSelector Project operator.

Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist tuplesx, y, z
contradicting Lemma 3. We know thatoG is injective for
CI 7→ C, whereCI is some set of columns of the input op-
erator,I. The canonical key forSelectandProject is de-
fined to be the same as the key of its input, so there is exactly
one pair of input tuplesy′, z′ such thaty′ ∈ R(I, D1), z′ ∈
R(I, D2), ckvI(y′) = ckvoG

(y), andckvI(z′) = ckvoG
(z).

By the definition of injection, we know thatvC(y) = vC(z)
implies thatvCI

(y′) = vCI
(z′).

Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, whenCreate-
AKGraph is invoked recursively (line 20),R(I ′, D2) will
not containx. However, this yields a contradiction, since
O′ = I ′ (line 21), and our original assumption is that
x ∈ R(O′, D2).

Case 3:oG is aJoin.

If CreateAKGraph returned∅ (line 32), then there are
no tuplesx ∈ R(O′, D2), so the lemma is vacuously true.

If the recursive call toCreateAKGraph only returned
non-∅ for a single leg of theJoin, then this call will sim-
ply returnI ′ (line 34), and therefore the proof is identical to
Case 2.

Thus, we only need consider the case whereO′ is a union
of cross-products (lines 36-39). Suppose, by contradiction,
that there exist tuplesx, y, z contradicting Lemma 3. We
know thatoG is injective forCI 7→ C, whereCI is a set
of columns of the input operatorsI. Since the canonical
key of Join is the concatenation of the keys ofI, we in-
fer that for eachi ∈ I, there is exactly one triple of input
tuples(x′i, y

′
i, z
′
i) such thaty′i ∈ R(i, D1), z′i ∈ R(i, D2),

x′ = ckvi(y′) = ckvi(y), andx′ = ckvi(z′) = ckvi(z). By
the definition of injection, we know thatvC(y) = vC(z) im-
plies thatvCi

(y′i) = vCi
(z′i).

By the induction hypothesis, whenCreateAKGraph is
invoked recursively (line 25),R(i′, D2) will not contain
x′i. Therefore, the cross-productJa = I ′0 × I1 (line 37)
cannot containx, sincex is the concatenation ofx′0 and
x′1, and we have just shown thatx′0 6∈ R(I ′0, D2). By
the same argument,Jb (line 38) also cannot containx, as
x′1 6∈ R(I ′1, D2). Therefore, by the semantics of theUnion
operator, the union ofJa andJb (line 39) will not produce
x. Thus, we have reached a contradiction, since our origi-
nal assumption was thatx ∈ R(O′, D2).

Case 4:oG is aUnion.

Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist tuplesx, y, z
contradicting Lemma 3. Then by the definition of theUnion
operator,∃Ii ∈ I such thaty ∈ R(Ii, D1), and∃Ij ∈ I
such thatz ∈ R(Ij , D2). BecauseoG is transitively injec-
tive for C, it follows thatIi andIj are both transitively in-
jective forC.

If it were the case thatz ∈ R(Ii, D2), this would con-
tradict the induction hypothesis forIi. Therefore, it must
be the case thatz 6∈ R(Ii, D2). Because we had stip-
ulated that oG is injective for cI 7→ C, and y ∈
R(oG, D1) ∧ z ∈ R(oG, D2), it follows from Definition 10
thatπC(ζ(y, Ii, oG, D1)) = πCζ((z, Ii, oG, D2)). Because
ckvoG

(y) = ckvoG
(z), thereforeπCζ(y, Ii, oG, D1)) =

πC(ζ(z, Ii, oG, D1)). However, this yields a con-
tradiction becausez ∈ πC(ζ(z, Ii, oG, D1)) but
z 6∈ πC(ζ(z, Ii, oG, D2)).

We have now proven that for a single transition,Create-
AKGraph will not produce the keys of any XML nodes
whose value did not actually change. However, this is not
sufficient, asCreateAKGraph is invoked twice (once for
each partial transition). The following corollary is necessary
to show that given a pair of partial transitions,CreateAK-
Graph will not produce the keys of any node that changed
to an intermediate value due toD

T
→ D′−4T , and changed

backto its original value due toD′−4T

T
→ D′.

Corollary 3.1. Given a relational tableT , a view graphG
which is injective for columnsC with respect toT , and a
database transitionD

T

→ D′ with pruned transitional ta-
blesNT andHT :

(a) Let O4 = CreateAKGraph(oG, T, NT ). @x, y, z
(x ∈ R(O4, D′) ∧ y ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ ckvoG

(y) = x ∧
vC(y) = vC(z) ∧ z ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG

(z) = x);
and

(b) LetO5 = CreateAKGraph(oGold, Told, HT ). @x, y, z
(x ∈ R(O5, D′) ∧ y ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ ckvoG

(y) = x ∧
vC(y) = vC(z) ∧ z ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ ckvoG

(z) = x).

Proof. We prove only case(a), as(b) is analogous.
Suppose that there existx, y, z contradicting case(a)

above. We know from Lemma 3 that there must∃w such



thatw ∈ R(oG, D′−NT )∧ckvoG
(w) = x∧vC(w) 6= vC(y).

Let the set S = {s ∈ R(T, D)|ckvoG
(s) = x},

and similarly, S̄ = {s ∈ R(T, D′−NT )|ckvoG
(s) = x}.

Using Lemma 1, it follows fromvC(w) 6= vC(y)
that S 6= S̄. Furthermore, from the defintion of
injection, we infer from vC(y) = vC(z) that
S′ = {s ∈ R(T, D′)|ckvoG

(s) = x} = S.
By the definition of pruned transitional tables,

NT ∩ HT = ∅, so by Definition 5 it follows from
S = S′ that S ∩ HT = ∅. However, this yields a con-
tradiction: we had previously concluded thatS 6= S̄,
which would requires ∈ HT for somes ∈ S, and there-
foreS ∩ HT 6= ∅.

Finally, we can prove thatCreateANOpt will not pro-
duce spurious updates.

Theorem 3. Given an UPDATE event, a view graphG
which is injective for all columns of its top operator, and
tableT , let Gaffected = CreateANGraph(UPDATE, G, T ),
and Gopt = CreateANOpt(UPDATE, G, T ). Then for all

valid database transitionsD
T
→ D′ with pruned transition

tablesNT andHT , (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGopt, D
′)

if and only if(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′).

Proof. It is easy to see that the “if” direction is true: from
the definition of pruned transitional tables, it follows that
pruned transitional tables also satisfy the definition of tran-
sitional tables, so the correctness of Theorem 2 is not af-
fected by pruning the transitional tables. The only differ-
ence then is thatCreateANOpt does not perform the final
selection. SinceSelectcan only decrease the cardinality of
its input, there will be no affected nodes lost as a result of
the change. Thus,(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGaffected, D

′)
implies that(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGopt, D

′).
We prove the converse by contradiction. Sup-

pose ∃(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) ∈ R(oGopt, D
′) such

that (OLD NODE, NEW NODE) 6∈ R(oGaffected, D
′). Since

Gaffected = Select(OLD NODE 6=NEW NODE)(Gopt), it must be the
case thatOLD NODE = NEW NODE. For brevity, we’ll re-
fer to this node asn.

By line 10, it must be the case thatn ∈ R(Oold) ∧ n ∈
R(Onew). Therefore, by the definition ofOnew and Oold

(lines 7 and 8), it follows thatx ∈ R(Ou, D′) such that
ckvoG

(n) = x. From the definition ofOu (line 6), we see
that either (a)x ∈ R(O4key) or (b)x ∈ R(O5key). How-
ever, this yields a contradiction: in case (a) this violates
Corollary 3.1(a), and in case (b) it violates Corollary 3.1(b).
Therefore, our initial assumption thatn ∈ R(oGopt, D

′)
must have been false.

F.4. Additional Optimizations

In the previous section, we showed that for injective
view graphs, we can avoid performing an expensive tagger-

level comparison ofOLD NODE andNEW NODE for UPDATE

events. If a view is not injective, then we generally need to
keep this selection condition. In certain cases, however, we
can still optimize the performance by pushing down the se-
lection condition to the relational level.

If a view graphG is injective except for the presence of a
non-injective aggregate functions (e.g.min , max, count ,
etc.) inGroupBy operators, such as in the example shown
in Appendix E.1, then it is not necessary to compare theen-
tire old and new XML nodes. Instead, it is only necessary to
compare the values of these aggregates. Since this is a com-
parison of numeric values with no nesting involved, it can
be pushed down to the relational engine, thus avoiding the
need to perform an expensive string comparison in the tag-
ger.

This is just one of many possible optimizations to avoid
performing a tagger-level comparison for non-injective
views. A possible direction of future work is to iden-
tify the general class of views where the top-level selection
can be pushed down to the relational level.

G. Additional Experimental Results

In this section, we show the experimental results of vary-
ing the parameterleaf tuples per XML element, number of
leaf tuples, andnumber of satisfied triggers. In all exper-
iments, we vary the parameter of interest and use default
values for the rest. Note that varying these three parameters,
unlike the two parameters evaluated in Section 6, changes
the number of tuples inserted into the temporary table by
the SQL trigger action. This introduces additional overhead
not directly relevant to trigger processing. To isolate this ef-
fect, we first computeall the rows produced by the trig-
ger, but only insert themaximumrow into the temporary ta-
ble (by using the max aggregate function), thus keeping the
cost of the relational inserts constant.
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Figure 22. Varying the fanout.
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Figure 23. Varying the data size.
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Figure 24. Varying the number of fired triggers.

G.1. Varying Leaf Tuples per XML Element

Figure 22 shows the effect of varying thefanout, the
number of leaf tuples per XML element.GROUPEDand
GROUPED-AGGhave the same relative performance, and
there is only a small increase in runtime as the fanout in-
creases. This increase is due primarily to the fact that the
OuterUnion intermediate result grows asOLD NODE and
NEW NODE become larger.

G.2. Varying Number of Leaf Tuples

We vary the data size by varying the number of leaf
tuples; the result is shown in Figure 23.GROUPEDand
GROUPED-AGGscale gracefully when the data size in-
creases. This is because, although the total number of leaf
tuples increases, the number of leaf nodes in theaffected
XML element remains the same. This graph shows that
our system indeed benefits from not materializing the en-
tire XML view, so that we only need to compute a small
fraction of leaf nodes.

G.3. Varying Number of Satisfied Triggers

Figure 24 shows the effect of varying the number of
satisfied triggers.GROUPEDandGROUPED-AGGhave the
same relative performance and their runtime linearly in-
creases with the number of satisfied triggers. This is be-
cause the number of computed(OLD NODE, NEW NODE) pairs
increases with the number of satisfied triggers.


